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Dear Hiro
BIU 21th WBC 2012 report is available on Xbreaker now, including BIU
WBC Annals(1992-2012) and WBC Report(2006-2012), please check as
below:
http://www.xbreaker.com/2012wbc/index.htm

Thanks Mishima provide videos.
Best Regards
Jason

SCRATCH 2012
Dear Presidium Members,
The birth of democracy is always difficult.
We are obligated to follow the statute and rules, therefore for the
nomination in elite is responsible the technical comitee - Mr. Fabregas,
Mr. Pcola and Mr. Kakac. The final nomination has to be confirmed by
members of Presidium. This is the correct way, we don't need to hurry
so much. We shall let the time needed for the technical comitee to
prepare their proposals and in meantime we shall not forget to thank the
leaving Elite riders.
Kind regards,

Lubo Janoska
BIU/EBU treasuer

To Mr. Janoska,
Birth of democracy? What do you mean? Do you mean I have been
doing like an autocrat? What do you know about BIU? The
administration of BIU has been well till today. It was very difficult to run
the BIU in the beginning with a very bad copy of Statue was left and I
had to start all work almost alone. I tried technical rules first because
we must run the events. For this, I have been making good
communication with all delegates, people who support and understand
our sport and union. And when we have to decided, I asked and share
the matter with all involved people and decided with our delegates by
vote. I do not know if you know the process we took but you cannot
deny it with a mail. Presidium is okay. But it should be the last place for
the determination. Before that, each matter should be well discuss with
the national committee of the BNU and has to be vote in it and it should
be brought by the delegate to BIU. Presidium should discuss and
decide such important matter brought to BIU with right process. If every
delegate can brings all matters directly to BIU (include presidium
members), it will make mess. It is not systematic and right.
Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Dear Hiro, Libor
Thanks Mr. Hiro finish the Scratch ranking with high responsibility as
BIU president. Here are my opinions about Zhao Xuan's application for
returning to Elite.
1. BIU rules Art. 11 CATEGORIES A Elite:
"The BIU Technical Group will decide the number of the riders who can
be accepted into the category Elite after the end of the World
Championship. 3 as the minimum and 8 as the maximum from the
Scratch (Junior + Senior) ranking will be promoted to the category
Elite." ZHAO Xuan is No. 8 in the Scratch ranking, he has the right to
apply for return Elite which he belonged to in 2010. BUT the rider got "I
think this question is positively closed since over one week" without
any reason from BIU presidium just after BIU election. IT’s amazing to
neglect the rider's right application and ignore the respectable BIU rules
although it’s written clearly. This will make extreme bad impact on the
rider. BIU rules cant’ be trampled arbitrarily in front of all BIU members
and Biketrial riders in the world. To break BIU rules arbitrarily without
any respect will extremely damaged the image of BIU which is never
seen in BIU glorious history.
2. BIU rules Art. 23 CHAMPIONSHIPS
"After every Championship, the organizer must hand the classification

sheet (results), signed by the event director and the juries, to the
respective union by the following week...Besides this, the organizer
must provide a special classification sheet “Scratch” displaying the
results of the riders who performed in the red color sections of GroupA. This classification will be used to move riders up to the Elite and it
must be handed to the respective union."
I admire Mr. Hiro's High Responsibilities as BIU president:
"We should forward many things but before anything, we should finish
WBC things. It is important to have approval for the ranking of 2012 and
we jury should decide the promotion to Elite in 2013 from scratch… we
should discuss with watching the ranking and think the possibility."
"We should take the right process in our work. Started vote for Almand
before we finished Scratch ranking is not in the right process. And of
course we do not close it yet. However we should decide the numbers
to promote to Elite from Scratch for 2013 should follow the way we have
been doing. I think it is normal."
It's already 11 days latter when WBC organizer to provide correct
Scratch ranking. The rider is waiting for the Scratch result eagerly; it's
obviously irresponsible and unfair to the rider simply with "I think this
question is positively closed since over one week."
I wonder why this could happen without any respect to the rider and BIU
member. Actually it’s ignorance without basic knowledge of BIU rules
even the right process.
Just one week before the Final Scratch ranking is not determined yet, I
only find Hiro asked the WBC organizer to finish the Scratch ranking
which is delayed too much for several times in BIU news, but no
response.
Now "Elite promotion closed" is irresponsible for the rider and BIU, it’s
not in right process and break the respectable BIU rules harmfully.
3. China Rider Zhao Xian’s Application to Return to Elite is in Right
Process
China rider Zhao Xuan was promoted to Elite in 2010, for economic
reason he didn't participate in 2011 WBC all held in Europe and out of
Elite 2012. This year China riders use more than 4300 Euros each
person to participate in all WBC rounds in Europe for the first time in
BIU WBC history, the riders support WBC with great passion for our
Biketrial sports. At last Zhao Xuan got 4th in senior and 8th in Scratch
ranking through his great effort, he is happy to got the qualification to
apply for returning Elite according to BIU rules.
I hope BIU Technical Group will give the China young rider Zhao Xuan
proper and persuasive answer in right process.
I hope BIU keep everything in order soon just as before, any ignoring
BIU rules and Right Process should not occur.

Best Regards
Jason
Dear Member of BIU Technical Group,
As is write in BIU Rules Mod. 21, Art. 11 the decision about Promotion in
Elite category is task for the Technical Group. This task is not for Jury,
Delegate or President. As you know Armand Molla is the 4° Rider in
Scratch, his Delegate Josep Abant have ask the promotion in Elite and
his father Marius Molla have ask the same. As you know in the past
days many people have write about Armand in Elite but we need follow
only the Rules, and rules say:
Article 11:
"The BIU Technical Group will decide the number of the riders who can
be accepted into the category Elite after the end of the World
Championship. 3 as the minimum and 8 as the maximum from the
Scratch (Junior + Senior) ranking will be promoted to the category Elite.
[.]" The decision about the promotion is only your decision. Now I ask
you to decide about this question. We wait your decision.
Best regards,
Giuliano Gualeni
Vice President of BIU
Dear vicepresident,
I red rules and I agree with you. It is propose of technical committee. We
prepare it for presidium.
Stefan Pcola
Dear jury and presidium,
Please see the ranking chart of Scratch. Talk about only Armand means
not perfect. We should think about how many riders from Scratch can
be promoted for the next year. If we take the maximum possibility, 8 can
be promoted.
Sincerely yours,
Hiro
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